
Yellow Belt - 8th Kyu
Academic Requirements for Adults

Your academic requirements to achieve Orange Belt - 7th Kyu 
before the day of your physical exam. These requirements need to be typed and 
handed in or emailed respecting this deadline. Late academic submissions will be 
returned with a failing grade.

Your effort and attitude in class will present you with the opportunity to take 1 step closer 
to achieving your Martial Arts goal of a Black Belt. As you enter each new phase of your 
training, the expectations that you have for yourself and the Dojo holds for you will be 
ever increasing. Success in a Grading is determined by your physical performance in the 
grading, academic testing, and your commitment to the Martial Arts way.

Academic Requirements

1. Translate the following:
a. Zenkutsu dachi
b. Obi
c. Gi
d. Dojo

2. Answer true or false to the following statements:
a. Karate drum is about developing upper body power.
b. Our style of karate is GOJU RYU.
c. 3 phases of the punch are driving force, speed, impact.

3 . In 100 words or less describe how The Martial Arts helps you demonstrate
and exercise HONESTY.

are due on or 

“Honesty is the first chapter in the book of wisdom.”
- Thomas Jefferson

Orange Belt - 7th Kyu
Academic Requirements for Adults

Your academic requirements to achieve Green Belt - 6th Kyu 
before the day of your physical exam. These requirements need to be typed and 
handed in or emailed respecting this deadline. Late academic submissions will be 
returned with a failing grade.

Your effort and attitude in class will present you with the opportunity to take 1 step closer 
to achieving your Martial Arts goal of a Black Belt. As you enter each new phase of your 
training, the expectations that you have for yourself and the Dojo holds for you will be 
ever increasing. Success in a Grading is determined by your physical performance in the 
grading, academic testing, and your commitment to the Martial Arts way.

You are no longer a beginner student, and to continue to progress, must commit to 
volunteering at the Dojo. Hours required differ depending on belt level and can be found 
on your Kyu Card. Before qualifying for your next belt level grading all hours must be 
complete. For students who regularly assist in junior level classes this is can be easily 
accomplished. Volunteer hours may also be comprised of your assistance in seminars, 
school courses, camps, gradings, and many other events held by the Dojo. Hours are to 
be recorded on your Assisting Card and signed off by an instructor. Only a limited 
number of assistants are required for any one class or event, therefore you need to 
make arrangements with the instructor prior to the class or event.

Academic Requirements

1. Translate the following:
a. Hiza geri
b. Jodan Uke
c. Taikyoku jodan
d. Karate do

2. Answer true or false to the following statements:
a. Rooting begins by holding our breath.
b. Expansion and contraction is one way the waist generates power.
c. Awareness is a key skill to avoiding a confrontation.

3 . In 100 words or less describe how The Martial Arts helps you demonstrate
and exercise COURAGE.

are due on or 

“Courage is what it takes to stand up and speak;
courage is also what it takes to sit down and listen.”

- Winston Churchill
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